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WE ARE REPRESENTATIVE EHX CHECK OUT THE SITE EHX.COM PRODUCT WITH INVOICE AND GUARANTEE =====================================================================The Super Switcher, as the name suggests, offers a powerful solution for guitarists who are tired of making their crank tapdancing. In fact, it moves all your pedals to the
front row of the crank and at the same time controls with the activation of a button. The result is that it gives the guitarist back control of a Desordeira crank setIt is also perfect for any guitarist who uses the method of four cables because it facilitates the correct routing of effects that should stay in front of an amplifier and those that should better stay in the effect loop. When it
comes to live performance, Super Switcher can efficiently organize presets on seats that are easy to remember and match your show's set list. If you play on a click track and want the presets to be called via MIDI programmed for a song, Super Switcher can also handle it. It's also a great way to sync time-based effects with the same main panel. Extensive I/O maximizes flexibility
and control. Features Mono and Stereo Send/Back, Insert Send/Return and Mono/Stereo out Equipped with Tuner and tap Tempo Outs, MIDI In &amp; Out and more. Has eight mechanical relays controlled, real bypass loops. Offers 128 presets: 16 banks with 8 presets each. Tap Foot Switch sets the BPM. The Super Switcher can be configured to send/receive MIDI clocks and
tap signals to the output. BPM can be global or per default. Tuner foot switch sends the input signal to the tuner and cuts the signal off any loops or outputs. Boost foot switch switches a button adjustable, output gain boost on the left and right channel. EHX 9.6VDC200mA power supply includes power consumption: 150mA 9VDC Dimensions in inches: 19(w) x 6(l) x 2.5(h)
Dimensions in mm: 483(w) x 153(l) x ALL MY PRODUCTS ARE ORIGINAL AND PROMPT DELIVERY WITH IMMEDIATE SHIPPING! PURCHASES MADE UNTIL 14H WILL BE ON THE SAME DAY! Quality, warranty, delivery speed and customer satisfaction is my commitmentLook at my other inten in this link at image not available forColour: The Super Switcher, as the name
suggests, offers a powerful solution for players who are tired of dancing Dance Tap around their pedalboard. In fact, it moves all your pedals into the front row of your pedalboard and provides control over them at the touch of a button. The result is that it puts the player back under control over an unruly pedalboard! It is also perfect for all with the four-cable method because it
makes it easy to correctly direct effects that should go in front of an amplifier and those that are best in the effect loop. When it comes to live performance, the Super Switcher can efficiently organize presets into banks that can be easily recalled and customize the set list of your show. If you play on a click track and want to call back the presets to a song via MIDI, the Super
Switcher can handle it. It's also a great way to sync time-based effects with the same master clock. Recommended Videos To suggest a video, send an email to: Quick Specs - Extensive I/O width maximizes flexibility and control. - Features Mono and Stereo Send/Back, Insert Send/Return and Mono/Stereo out - Equipped with tuner and tap Tempo Outs, MIDI In &amp; Out and
more. - Has eight mechanical relaycontrolled, true bypass loops. - Offers 128 presets: 16 banks with 8 presets each. - Tap foot switch sets the BPM. The Super Switcher can be configured to send/receive MIDI clocks and tap signals to the output. BPM can be global or per default. - Tuner foot switch sends the input signal to the tuner and cuts the signal from all loops or output. -
Boost foot switch switches a button adjustable, output gain boost on the left and right channel. - EHX 9.6VDC-200mA power supply included - Current consumption: 150mA at 9VDC - Dimensions in inches: 19(b) x 6(l) x 2.5(h) - Dimensions in mm: 483(b) x 153(l) x 64(h) Signal blocks | Click here for larger view Four Cable Method (4CM) | Click here for a larger view From the blog
Posted 2/25/2019 Tweet The Electro-Harmonix Super Switcher Programmable Effects Hub allows you to program studio effects live that simply cannot be done with traditional pedal setups. It can handle jobs as easily as an effect loop switcher and as complex as a MIDI programmable effects preset designer. If you use multiple pedals, the Super Switcher eliminates typing on your
pedal board and brings unprecedented control and organization to your rig. Submissions to EHX.com Do you have anything you want to share with the Electro-Harmonix community? (A tip on a great sound, a cool page, a video or whatever?) Please send your suggestions to: Did you know that Electro-Harmonix makes many of the largest vacuum tubes in the world? The next
time you need to re-tube your guitar, bass or hi-fi amplifier, you should insist on getting authentic Electro-Harmonix tubes. Recently viewed Native Instruments Komplete 13 Plugin Collection consists of over 65 Software effects and 24 extensions, over 35,000 sounds, includes Guitar Rig 6 Pro, Super 8, Electric Sunburst, Butch Vig Drums, Cuba, Massive X, Kontakt 6, Session
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